Stardate 9911.13
	"Hit and Run"
		Present:
			Ian Q. Robinson as Quchant [AGM]
			Mike Stannard as CO_Edwards
			Ciaran Bradley as EO_Doyle
			Kate as CSO_Lance
			Don Davis as CTO_Richards
			Chris G as ATO_Jah'd
			David as CMO_Dr_Wuer
			Nick B as AMO_Richmond
			Hank as FCO_McRae
			Chris E as OPS_Lyon
		Absent:
			Michelle B as XO_Jorgaenson
			Leon C as CNS_Jax
			Tiffany C as ASO_L'shan
			Kendall as CEO_Rogers			

Host Quchant says:
Last Time on Star Trek: A Call To Duty: USS Orion.......The Orion has returned to a starbase to make repairs and to report back in after fending off several JH rebel fighters......a large scratch down the side of the ship is causing a little concern to the crew....due to the fact it was caused whilst the Temporary FCO..(OPS)...was manually docking.

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sitting in the Big Chair [tm]::

EO_Doyle says:
::In sickbay having a black eye fixed::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the ship is docked and the external support conduits are extending to the ship

CSO_Lance says:
::in her quarters relaxing::

CTO_Richards says:
::In TL on the way to the bridge::

OPS_Lyon says:
::stares at the side view of the ship looking at the huge scratch::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Stands in his quarters talking to his son::

AMO_Richmond says:
::checks over Doyle's eye with tricorder::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::standing in Med stores checking over the intinery of supplies::

AMO_Richmond says:
EO:  So, how did this happen?

FCO_McRae says:
::on holodeck of USS YourNameHere, taking FCO refresher course.  Wants to finish before they arrive at Starbase::

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: Another fight at the engineering conference.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO:  I thought you'd been told about that

CTO_Richards says:
::Exits TL and walks over to the CO::

AMO_Richmond says:
::gets out the dermal regenerator::

OPS_Lyon says:
::wonders what the FCO will say about the scratch::

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: I didn't start it this time. I was caught in the middle of a crossfire, and reatlliated.

FCO_McRae says:
@::as he crashes for the fifth time, he starts to wonder if the job change was a good idea::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky light [tm] on the comm board starts to blink

CTO_Richards says:
CO: Sir here is this weeks duty roster.  ::Hands PADD to CO::

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees blinky light [tm] and answers the comm::

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO:  Well, what did Lt. Richards say? ::starts to fix the black eye::

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: Orion: SBC 354 to USS Orion NCC 50955

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*AMO*: Mr. Richmond while were docked in Starbase I think it would be a good idea to re-stock our med supplies, if you could I`d like someone assigned to co-ordinate the re-supply

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards : Thank you Ensign. ::skims through it::

OPS_Lyon says:
COM: SBC 354: USS Orion responding.

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: All I can rememeber from the conference was shouting 'All We Feel My Fury' while throwing hand phasers around.

FCO_McRae says:
@::finally gets the ship to orbit::

AMO_Richmond says:
*CMO*:  Aye, sir.  I'll attend to that as soon as I've finished with Mr. Doyle, sir. Richmond out

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: Or was it 'All WILL Feel My Fury'?

CTO_Richards says:
*AMO*  Yes doctor.  I will see to it immediately.

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: USS Orion: Orion...welcome back....you might want to have a small word with your pilot though....we are putting out the small fire the 'ding' caused .......

CTO_Richards says:
::Heads over to TAC station::  *ATO*  Richards too Jah'd.

OPS_Lyon says:
::blushes furiously:: COM: SBC 354: Thank you and I will convey the message.

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: Am I ready to go?

ATO_Jah`d says:
*CTO* Jah`d here.

FCO_McRae says:
@::sets simulator for warp 7 and tries to maneuver an asteroid field::

CSO_Lance says:
::heads to the replicator and orders a cup of coffee::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Sir, I'm in communication with the SBC.

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> Comm: Orion: Please ask your captain to have a quiet word with the pilot as well please....

CTO_Richards says:
*ATO*  Would you please supervise the medical resupply for the AMO.

ATO_Jah`d says:
*CTO* Pardon sir. Wouldn't that be a medical officers job?

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO:  Nearly.  ::finishes with the regenerator and applies 2-ccs of morphenolog::

OPS_Lyon says:
COMM: SBC: I shall do that immediately.

CTO_Richards says:
*ATO*  Yes but they are requesting assistance.  See to it please.

CTO_Richards says:
*ATO* Richards out.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Grumbles, pats his son on the head, pins on his comm badge and walks out::

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO:  There we go.  You're free to return to futy, Ensign.

EO_Doyle says:
::Slides off the biobed:: AEO: I'll be seeing ya' later then.  ::Leaves sickbay::

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Captain, with your permission I would like to begin level one diagnostics of all tactical systems.

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO: Goodbye

FCO_McRae says:
@::puts ship through tactical maneuver Alpha Zeta 3.  Almost runs into his own nacelles at warp 7::

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon : Understood. What are they saying?

AMO_Richmond says:
::goes to the computer and checks the stock list::

EO_Doyle says:
::Steps in the TL:: TL: Engineering.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Finishes compiling the Med supplies list and heads back to Sickbay::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters a nearby TL::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: They would like you to have a word with me for bumping their station and that they had to put out a small fire.

Host Quchant says:
<SB Computer> Main computer to Ensign McRae......

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards : That would mean taking the weapons offline for a few hours.... however, since we are in-dock, I don't see why that would affect us severely. Carry on.

FCO_McRae says:
@::makes abrupt 180 turn and puts back into orbit::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Oh, and they welcomed us back.

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Aye sir.

FCO_McRae says:
@SB Computer: Yes?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Sees the AEO walking down the corridor on his approach to Sickbay:: AEO: Are you alright Ensign?

Host Quchant says:
<SB Computer> The USS Orion has docked at bay two....

CTO_Richards says:
::Picks up tricorder and heads to foward torpedoe bay via TL::

CSO_Lance says:
::decides to write some letters that are long overdue::

EO_Doyle says:
CMO: Fine, sir.

OPS_Lyon says:
::remembers his idea:: *CSO*: Lt. when you have a moment, I'd like to invite you for some coffee with me and Ens. Richmond in the Tempest.

FCO_McRae says:
@SB Computer: Thank you.  Self: Guess it's time. ::leaves ship holodeck and heads towards SB::

ATO_Jah`d says:
Computer, sickbay.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Walks into Sickbay and sees the AMO finishing his work:: AMO: Is everything alright Mr. Richmond?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters Sickaby and sees the CMO::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Aye, sir. I'm going through the supplies now.

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon : Consider yourself reprimanded.. Under the circumstances you did an adequate job.

FCO_McRae says:
@::enters station and heads to bay 2::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CMO/AMO: I have been ordered to help with the resupply.

CTO_Richards says:
::Arrives in torpedo room and initiates a level one diagnostic::

OPS_Lyon says:
::sighs in relief:: CO: Thank you sir.  I'll do some training on the holodeck just in case I ave to do that again.

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* My pleasure. Thank you. What time?

EO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in again in sickbay:: AMO: Todd, I was wondering if you wanted to come down to the holodeck later on for a game of pool.

OPS_Lyon says:
*AMO*: Mr. Richmond, did you get my memo?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: I`ve already compiled the med supply list...

FCO_McRae says:
@::sees ship at bay two and notices a HUGE scratch down the side.  Smells smoke from a recent fire::

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO:  Thank you, Mr Jah'd. Can you assist me in speaking with the starbase medical to arrange the logistics?

OPS_Lyon says:
*CSO*: As soon as I get confirmation with Ens. Richmond.  But say in 30 minutes or so?

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO: Maybe, after the supplies are stocked.  Thank you anyway.

ATO_Jah`d says:
AMO/CMO: Understood. You will be able to find me on the bridge.

AMO_Richmond says:
*OPS*:  Thank you, Mr. Lyon.  I am in the process of restocking our medical supplies, so can i let you know on my availability?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Leaves after picking up a spare PADD::

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* Agreed. Thanks again.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Just send the list to the Starbase let their staff sort it out...

EO_Doyle says:
AMO: OK.  ::Leaves again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Blinky l;ight [tm] starts blinking indicating a message for the CO

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Aye, sir

OPS_Lyon says:
*AMO* Sure.  Let me know when you're done.  I've asked Lt. Lance to join.

FCO_McRae says:
@*CO*: Ens Quinn McRae requesting permission to come aboard.

AMO_Richmond says:
ATO:  Thank you, Ensign

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees blinky light [tm]::  Co: Incoming message for you sir.

AMO_Richmond says:
*OPS*:  Aye.  Richmond out

Host CO_Edwards says:
*All Crew*: As of right now shore leave is deemed mandatory. Except for required crew needed on-ship, everyone is to partake in the station's amenities. Consider that an order. That is all.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Just give them a few of our Med staff to help out, I wouldn`t want to stop you from your pool game

OPS_Lyon says:
*CSO*: I'll have to get back to you as soon as Mr. Richmond is free.

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Thank you, sir.  Really, I am alright with the stock take

Host CO_Edwards says:
::nods to OPS Lyon to put it through::
*FCO McRae*: Welcome aboard Ensign, by all means. Though I just granted the crew shore leave.

OPS_Lyon says:
::patches signal to Big Chair [tm]::

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* Okay.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Text message scrolls on the CO's chair console

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters the bridge and goes to tactical consol::

FCO_McRae says:
::boards the Orion::*CO*: I'd like to get settled in first sir.  All I've had is time off recently.

EO_Doyle says:
::Arrives in Transporter room:: Transporter Operator: One to beam over to the SB.

CSO_Lance says:
::smacks her forehead at the CO's words and mutters:: Self: Not again.

OPS_Lyon says:
::the CO's order registers and he has visions of the last time he had shore leave::  *CSO*: I take it you heard the CO's order.  Shall we try for safety in numbers?

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* I think we have to reschedule our meeting on the SB. What do you think?

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* Definitely.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::sees a MO waling past:: Ensign Blueshirt:  Ensign, I`m putting you incharge of the re-stock of sickbay, take a few more officers if you need them.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: What about me sir, I just came aboard.

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Arrives in SB. Walks over to computer terminal::  Terminal: Which way to the holosuites?

AMO_Richmond says:
<Blueshirt>:  Yes, sir

OPS_Lyon says:
*CSO*: Good, shall I meet you in transporter room 1 in ten minutes?

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Gets answer and begins walking to destination::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  So, you're ordering me to take shore leave, sir?

Host CO_Edwards says:
::reads the text message and laughs::

FCO_McRae says:
::finds TL and decides to go to bridge::TL: bridge.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Sends the list to SB::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Now Mr. Richmond your coming with me, I was known as a bit of pool shark in my academy days

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* Okay, so see you then.

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Permission to leave the bridge, sir?

Host CO_Edwards says:
::forwards the text message to Lyon's console::

FCO_McRae says:
::arrives at bridge:: CO: Ens McRae reporting for duty as new FCO.

OPS_Lyon says:
::sees text scroll on his console::

AMO_Richmond says:
::comm badge beeps::  *CMO*: Er, would you excuse me just for a moment, first, sir?

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Waves to McRae and he walks for the TL::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Thats if you don`t mind me tagging along...

OPS_Lyon says:
::reads text in horror::

FCO_McRae says:
::waves back::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Permission to leave the bridge sir?

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Arrives at doors of HoloSuite. Goes to walk in but something stops him.::

CSO_Lance says:
::gets up and changes into the new dress David gave her::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Text message informs the OPS of several hundred gallons of paint and an EVA suit are waiting for him on the SB

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon/ATO Jah'd: Permission granted.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Walk into the TL and watches Lyon's jaw drop 3 decks::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Dress slips as the CSO looks at herself in the mirror...

EO_Doyle says:
@::Hears a voice warning him not to go in::  Self: Jesus, I'm going nuts again!

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Sir, they are not serious? ::looks out the main viewer in horror::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Certainly sir, ::agitated:: But I do have to do something, first, sir. May I be excused for a moment?

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon : Don't worry about it Ensign, I'm sure they are just joking... and if they are not, just contact me and I'll set it straight.

ATO_Jah`d says:
TL: TR.

FCO_McRae says:
::still standing at attention waiting for CO to acknowledge him::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Thank you Sir.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Of cause, its shore leave after all, and call me Dario, were not on duty now, i`d like you to be frank with me

AMO_Richmond says:
Yes, sir.  Thank you, sir  ::bolts out of sickbay::

CSO_Lance says:
::tries to fix the dress::

OPS_Lyon says:
::heads for TL:: *CSO*: I'll be a bit late.  Some kind of joke from the SB, I'll tell you all about it.

CSO_Lance says:
Self: Why does this always happen when I'm in a hurry. ::sighs::

AMO_Richmond says:
:;runs through the corridor::  *AEO*:  Richmond to Doyle

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Holds the lift open for Lyon::

CSO_Lance says:
*OPS* Understood. I need  the extra time anyway.

OPS_Lyon says:
ATO: Thanks.  you won't believe what the SB wanted me to do.

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Finall gets into the HS, and puts isolinear chip into the wall:: Computer: Computer begin- *AMO:*  Yes?

AMO_Richmond says:
*AEO*:  Er, I can't make the pool game, although Lt. Wuer is free for a game, if you want to contact him

FCO_McRae says:
::wonders if CO is just not paying attention whatsoever or if he is blind and deaf::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: ::stands to greet the new FCO:: Ensign, it is a pleasure to meet you. ::extends hand::

EO_Doyle says:
*AMO* It's all right. I was just about to start a differnent programme anyway. Maybe I'll see you later.

OPS_Lyon says:
*AMO*: Lyonto Richmond.  Are you free now?  I think that order was for all of us.

FCO_McRae says:
::shakes hand:: CO: Pleasure to be here, sir.

AMO_Richmond says:
*AEO*:  Sure.  Richmond out

ATO_Jah`d says:
Ops,: I was curious, are you interested in the old Earth game of Chess?

EO_Doyle says:
@ Cmputer: Computer, begin programme "Doyle-Bull Of Cooley 1"

OPS_Lyon says:
ATO: Yes, I've learned how to play, but I'm not very good at it.  Maybe you can teach me at some stage.

CSO_Lance says:
::is finally satisfied with her reflection in the mirror and puts her combadge on before leaving her quarters and heading for the TL::

ATO_Jah`d says:
OPS: Alright...I've been reviewing it for the last few months and have never found a worthy opponant.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: I used to be a Conn Officer myself... oh, and I apologize for not acknowledging you sooner, I was forwarding a text message to a few people.. ::grins::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the comm badge's weight does not help the dress's ability to stay where it should be...

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Watches as his black and grey uniform changes into that of a Celtic warrior's::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Exits the lift:: OPS: See you after our leave.

OPS_Lyon says:
::gets off TL at his deck and rushes for his quarters::  ATO: But it'll have to be some other time, I'm sorry.  The CSO and I are going for some coffe.  ::stops:: Would you like to join us?

ATO_Jah`d says:
OPS: That would be nice, but are you sure I wouldn't be intruding?

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Not a problem sir.  If it's okay I'd like to settle into quarters and familiarize myself with the ship.

CSO_Lance says:
::heads back to her quarters and changes into a fresh uniform::

OPS_Lyon says:
ATO: No, not at all, I thought it'll be nice for us to get to know each other better.  Meet us on the SB in 5 mins or so.

ATO_Jah`d says:
OPS: I'll be there.

OPS_Lyon says:
::smiles:: ATO: Good. ::rushes to his quarters to get into a fresh uniform::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters his quarters way down the hall, picks up a PADD after dropping off the one he has::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: By the way sir, how did the ship get that Huge scratch?

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: By all means. And do remember to spend some time on the starbase.

OPS_Lyon says:
::gets ready, exits and walks to the TL::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae : The scratch is unimportant and will be repaired..

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Leaves his room and walks to the lift::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Just curious sir.  Permission to leave the bridge.

OPS_Lyon says:
::holds TL for ATO::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enters:: OPS: Thank you.

CSO_Lance says:
::heads for TL again::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Permission granted. I assume you looked through the deck layout during transit?

OPS_Lyon says:
ATO: Pleasure.  so tell me where are you from.  TL: TR 1.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CSO*: Kate, fi your not doing anything do you fancy heading over to the Starbase for drink?

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::As Cú Chulainn, begins fighting through waves of soldiers. One at a time.::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Half an hour passes and the crew is dispersed thorughout the SB and ship....

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Sips his coffee with the two other officers::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::is still in his Big Chair [tm]::

AMO_Richmond says:
::walking quietly through the ship with CJ now that it is quiet::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Suddenly without warning the SB;s red alert sounds...the Holosuites shut off...

FCO_McRae says:
::unpacks what little he has left after the near destruction of the Quirinus::

OPS_Lyon says:
@::sips his coffe and thinks of the XO's reaction to it and smiles::

CSO_Lance says:
@OPS: I can't believe we had to leave the ship again.

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Crawls out of he holosuite:: Self: That is definitely the best way to relieve stress!

OPS_Lyon says:
@::Self: what the?::

CTO_Richards says:
::Continues level one diagnostic of fwd torp bay::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@CSO: Again?

OPS_Lyon says:
@CSO: I think you're right!

FCO_McRae says:
::decides to go back to go to station for more practice::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@Ops, CSO: Well you never know what could happen on this Starbase...

Host CO_Edwards says:
::hears a warning klaxon::
Bridge OPS : What's is that alarm?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the CBS communicates with the Orion....the only ship at dock...and informs them of what's happening...

CSO_Lance says:
@ATO: Yes, again. The last shoreleave on a SB did not exactly go as planned.

CSO_Lance says:
@CMO: Don't remind me.

Host Quchant says:
<Bridge OPS> SBC says they have several JH fighters on lange range attack vectors...been positvely id'ed as rogues

OPS_Lyon says:
@CMO: How right you are.

FCO_McRae says:
@::enters station and hears alarm::

AMO_Richmond says:
::enters sickbay with CJ to show him around::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Sips his coffe and sees a few officers rush out of the lounge::

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Arrives in SB sickbay with cuits and bruises:: Nurse NoName: Do you have any painkillers?

ATO_Jah`d says:
@CMO/CSO/OPS: Wonder where they ran off to.

FCO_McRae says:
@SB Security: What's the alarm?

OPS_Lyon says:
@::wonders what is happening and gulps his coffee in preparation:: ATO: We'll soon find out, I can promise you that.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::receives the message::
Computer: Go to Red Alert..
Bridge OPS: Put me through to the Starbase.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@CSO, ATO, OPS: I think were safer staying here...

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Red Alert sounds to the ship...

Host Quchant  (Alert.wav)

ATO_Jah`d says:
@COM: Orion: What's going on up there?

CTO_Richards says:
Computer:  Abort level one diagnostic and bring the forward torpedo bay back online.

AMO_Richmond says:
::hears red alert::  CJ: Okay, let's get you back to quarters

CSO_Lance says:
@Self: Here we go again.

CTO_Richards says:
::Quickly heads to bridge::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@All: Lets go!

OPS_Lyon says:
@CMO:  I have a feeling not.  I'd rather be on the Orion.

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Rushes to the TR::

CSO_Lance says:
@CMO: Maybe we should try to contact the ship.

AMO_Richmond says:
::exits sickbay and runs CJ to their quarters::

FCO_McRae says:
@::receiving no reply from SB Security, he runs back onto the Orion and enters the TL:: TL: Bridge.

CTO_Richards says:
::Exits TL and heads to Tactical Station::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@*CO*: Sir, we`re hearing rumours down here, do you want us to head back up to the ship?

ATO_Jah`d says:
@OPS: Comming?

EO_Doyle says:
@ ::Beams off the SB, trying to return to the Orion::

OPS_Lyon says:
::heads for the TL:: ATO: On my way!  ::turns to CSO and CMO::  Shall we?

AMO_Richmond says:
::enters quaters with CJ::  CJ: Now, stay here and try not to get hurt, okay?  ::runs back towards sickbay, leaving CJ in quarters::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Enter the TR and sets co-rdinates for the bridge::

CSO_Lance says:
@OPS: After you.

CTO_Richards says:
::Begins internal sensor sweep::

FCO_McRae says:
::enters bridge:: CO: Sir I heard the alarms and got back as quickly as possible. ::heads to somewhat comfortable but not very large FCO chair::

OPS_Lyon says:
::enters TR::  CSO: Seniority ::smiles::

ATO_Jah`d says:
@::Sets the timer and hopes the CMO hurries::

CSO_Lance says:
@OPS: Why thank you. ::is not sure how serious that was::

AMO_Richmond says:
::runs into sickbay::  *CO*:  Sickbay reporting in, sir.  We're standing ready, sir

Host CO_Edwards says:
::finishes his conversation with the Starbase Commander::

CTO_Richards says:
::Begins level 4 diagnostic of Tac systems::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Several JH Fighters drop out of warp in visual range of the SB

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: Contact the remaining crew members and tell them to return to the ship immediately. We have trouble..

ATO_Jah`d @::Is out of time and beams the 3:: (Transporter.wav)

OPS_Lyon says:
::appears on bridge and runs for his console::

AMO_Richmond says:
::organises all staff and runs into office to check that supplies have been stored::

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Tactical ready.

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: OPS reporting in sir.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Appears by the TAC consol and goes to Tactical II::

CSO_Lance says:
::rematerializes in the transporter room of the Orion::

EO_Doyle says:
::Runs into Orion Engineering::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@CSO, ATO, OPS: It would seem we`re to return to the ship. ::stands up and ehads for the nearest TL::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Orion is still connected to the SB

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Aye sir. *Orion Crew*: Please return to ship immediately by order of the CO.

CSO_Lance says:
::heads for nearest TL::

EO_Doyle says:
::Hits commbadge:: *CO:* What's happening, sir?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: JH 1 fires and hits the SB...the whole thing rocks and as the Orion is attached....the Orion rocks too

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Sir, I'm still connected to the station.  Should I request they  disconnect?

CSO_Lance says:
TL: Bridge

OPS_Lyon says:
::does the Enterprise shuffle::

AMO_Richmond says:
::holds on to the desk as the Orion rocks::

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Captian the'er firing!

FCO_McRae says:
::grabs console and almost falls out of chair::

EO_Doyle says:
::Hums as he is thrown about the empty engineering::

CTO_Richards says:
::Holds on to console::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Almost topples over and remebers the last JH battle::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::walks into Sickbay:: AMO: Mr. Richmond report...

OPS_Lyon says:
::reroutes power from non-essential systems and informs personnel of procedures::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Aye, sir.  We're all ready, and restocked.  I've reported in to Captain Edwards, sir

EO_Doyle says:
::Positions himself at the main control station::

CSO_Lance says:
::enters bridge:: CO: Reporting for duty.

CTO_Richards says:
::Scans JH Fighters::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Well done, we`ll make a first class officer out of you yet.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Orders?

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Yes, disconnect us immediately.
CTO Richards: Bring weapons online.

FCO_McRae says:
::prepares for some fancy flying::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Man your station.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Activates the Tactical II consol from a spare Enginnering station::

CTO_Richards says:
::Raises shields and arms phasers and torpedoes::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO: Thank you, sir.  I've also assigned all staff to their stations.  We're as ready as we'll ever be, sir.

OPS_Lyon says:
::initiates disonnection from SB::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Disconnecting sir.

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Torpedoes armed sir!

EO_Doyle says:
::Punches commands into main Engineering terminal, trying to keep the warp core stable.::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Monitures shields::

CTO_Richards says:
::Locks weapons onto nearest JH::

CSO_Lance says:
CO: Aye sir. ::takes over Science I::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the JH break into two groups and start to attack the SBV and Orion seperately......the SB begins to open fire.....

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO: Well all we can do now is wait for Armageddon.

CTO_Richards says:
ATO: thanks

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO:  Aye, sir. ::holds on again::

EO_Doyle says:
::Holds on for dear life::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Is rocked::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: We're diconnected sir.

CTO_Richards says:
::Braces for impact::

Host CO_Edwards says:
FCO McRae: As soon as we're disconnected, initiate evasive tactical maneuver Delta-Three-Sigma.. that should give Ensigns Richards and Jah'd some good firing clearances.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Shall I take rear control?

OPS_Lyon says:
FCO: We're free.  Do your thing.

EO_Doyle says:
::Leaves Engineering. Runs to nearest TL:: TL: Bridge.

CTO_Richards says:
ATO:  Take control of the phasers

FCO_McRae says:
::pulls away from station.  initiates maneuver Delta-Three-Sigma::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Does as he's order and brings the phasers to full capasity::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: we're away sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::turns:: ATO Jah'd: Yes, handle secondary weapons control.

OPS_Lyon says:
::pulls up power grid and calulates best distribution::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Orion gets hit.....Deck 2.....several large hits

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Torpedoes locked sir!

ATO_Jah`d says:
Self: Thos Jem'hadar-

AMO_Richmond says:
::rocks as the Orion is hit - is glad he was holding on::

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Cuts himself off::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::holds on::
OPS Lyon: Status of shields?

OPS_Lyon says:
::falls to deck and struggles to regain his feet::

FCO_McRae says:
::checks structural integrity as he pulls himself back up to station::

CSO_Lance says:
::holds onto her console::

EO_Doyle says:
::Notices TL shake widly as it passes deck 2::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Fire at will Ensign..

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: 56% and holding sir!.  ::boosts shields more::

CTO_Richards says:
::Fires torpedoes, full spread::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: TL containing EO...stops abrubtly

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::heres the casualty reports for deck 2:: Shouts to Med team: I want a team up to Deck 2 now!

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Fires a phaser shot::

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Torpedoes away!!

FCO_McRae says:
::initiates evasive maneuver Theta-One-Omega::

AMO_Richmond says:
AMO: Med team Alpha, with me  ::grabs a medkit and runs out of sickbay with the Med team::

Host CO_Edwards says:
OPS Lyon: Transfer power from the holodecks, that should give the shields a little more power.

CTO_Richards says:
::Reloads torpedo launcher for second volley::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: JH 1 and 3 get hit....one by Orion one by SB....JH 2 & 4 decide to bug out....and jump to warp

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Fires again::

OPS_Lyon says:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::transfers power from holodecks to shields::

EO_Doyle says:
::Gets up from TL floor:: TL: Bridge!

CSO_Lance says:
CO: Deck 2 has been hit but forcefields are in place.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: JH 1 and 3 are destroyed...completely

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Direct hit on the first fighter sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Any casualties reported?

ATO_Jah`d says:
Self: Yes!

AMO_Richmond says:
::runs to TL, but the door doesn't open::

EO_Doyle says:
::Realises he is stuck, so sits back::

OPS_Lyon says:
::looks at JH jumping to warp & sighs::

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Two more fighters are departing sir!

FCO_McRae says:
::realizes he's alive and that the enemy is gone.  Brings ship back under control::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Shall we lay chase?

CTO_Richards says:
::Locks torpedoes on another JH::

CSO_Lance says:
CO: 25 injured....2 dead.....major structual damamge on deck 2 section 1 through 5

AMO_Richmond says:
Med Team:  We need to get to the next TL  *CMO*:  CMO from Richmond.  Sir, the turbolift is out. We're on our way to the next one

FCO_McRae says:
::runs diagnostic on flight controls and navigation::

OPS_Lyon says:
::runs comm scan::

AMO_Richmond says:
::runs to the next TL with the Med team::

EO_Doyle says:
::Waits patiently::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO/ATO : Good shooting, both of you.
FCO McRae: Do not lay chase.

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Aye Sir.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Incoming comm signal from the SBC confirms they are standing down from Red Alert

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Captain the Jem Hadar will be out of sensor range shortly sir.

FCO_McRae says:
::checks structural integrity::

ATO_Jah`d says:
CO: Orders?

AMO_Richmond says:
::enters the TL::  Deck 2

CTO_Richards says:
::Relaxes grip on console::

EO_Doyle says:
::Begins slamming fists into TL wall, painfully.:: Self: Calm down. C'mon, calm down.

OPS_Lyon says:
CO:Incoming comm from the SB, sir.  They are standing down Red Alert.

Host CO_Edwards says:
CTO Richards: Let them go... we'll forward the coordinates to Starfleet Command, they'll send a Task Force to neutralize the threat.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*AMO*: If you need to beam some of the patients directly here...

CTO_Richards says:
CO:  Aye sir.

CSO_Lance says:
::waits for the reports to get in::

CTO_Richards says:
::Disarms torpedoes::

AMO_Richmond says:
*CMO*:  Aye, sir.  Thank you, sir.  We're on our way now

Host CO_Edwards says:
Computer: Stand down from Red Alert..
FCO McRae: Return to the Starbase... now we have more than just a scratch down the side of the ship...

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Structural integrity field on deck two is at 23%.  Forcefields are in place.

ATO_Jah`d says:
::Takes them off Red alert::

OPS_Lyon says:
::sends repair crews to damaged decks to get comm back online::

FCO_McRae says:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Turns to dock the ship::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sighs at the report of 2 dead crew members..::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Gets ready to receive pateints::

CTO_Richards says:
::Looks at ATO with I sigh of relief::

AMO_Richmond says:
::enters deck 2 and starts to deal with patients::

CTO_Richards says:
ATO:  Run a diagnostic of the TAC systems.

FCO_McRae says:
SBC: Orion prepared to dock.

ATO_Jah`d says:
CTO: Yes sir.

CTO_Richards says:
::Begins internal security sensor sweep::

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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